Regional Developments

In order to achieve a more progressive Israel in context to the global community, Partners promotes sustainable collaboration among Israel and its regional neighbors, and promotes a peaceful bilateral relations.

Articles
BDS, Blowhards, Denunciations, and Swear Words

BDS, Blowhards, Denunciations, and Swear Words

January 27th, 2021
Physicians for Human Rights Israel

Physicians for Human Rights Israel

September 3rd, 2020
Solidarity with Black Lives Matter and Palestinian Lives Matter

June 7th, 2020 |
Stop Annexation

April 24th, 2020
Standing Together (Omdim B’Yachad) Against Injustice

March 26th, 2020
Welcome the Stranger: Refugees and Asylum-Seekers in Israel

April 10th, 2020